The number of rice seedlings in the field is one of the main agronomic components for determining rice yield. This counting task, however, is still mainly performed using human vision rather than computer vision and is thus cumbersome and time-consuming. A fast and accurate alternative method of acquiring such data may contribute to monitoring the efficiency of crop management practices, to earlier estimations of rice yield, and as a phenotyping trait in breeding programs. In this paper, we propose an efficient method that uses computer vision to accurately count rice seedlings in a digital image. First, an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) equipped with red-green-blue (RGB) cameras was used to acquire field images at the seedling stage. Next, we use a regression network (Basic Network) inspired by a deep fully convolutional neural network to regress the density map and estimate the number of rice seedlings for a given UAV image. Finally, an improved version of the Basic Network, the Combined Network, is also proposed to further improve counting accuracy. To explore the efficacy of the proposed method, a novel rice seedling counting (RSC) dataset was built, which consisted of 40 images (where the number of seedlings varied between 3732 and 16,173) and corresponding manually-dotted annotations. The results demonstrated high average accuracy (higher than 93%) between counts according to the proposed method and manual (UAV image-based) rice seedling counts, and very good performance, with a high coefficient of determination (R 2 ) (around 0.94). In conclusion, the results indicate that the proposed method is an efficient alternative for large-scale counting of rice seedlings, and offers a new opportunity for yield estimation. The RSC dataset and source code are available online.
Introduction
Rice is an important primary food that plays an essential role in providing nutrition to most of the world's population, particularly in Asia [1] [2] [3] . Therefore, methods for estimating rice yield have received significant research attention. The number of rice seedlings per unit area (rice seedling density) is an important agronomic component. It is not only closely associated with yield, but also plays an important role in the determination of survival rate. From a breeding perspective, researchers are interested in breeding varieties, and the survival rate of rice seedlings can provide a benchmark to count the number of rice seedlings. The specific objectives of this study include: (1) exploring the potential of deep-learning modeling based on remote sensing to address in-field counting of rice seedlings; (2) verifying an improved method to estimate the number of rice seedlings and obtain more accurate results; and (3) providing a new paradigm for rice-seedling-like in-field counting problems.
To explore the efficacy of the proposed approach, a novel rice seedling counting (RSC) dataset was constructed and is released alongside this paper. The main goal of this dataset is to offer a basis for object counting researchers. Specifically, we have collected 40 high-resolution images from the UAV platform. The number of rice seedlings in the images varies between 3732 and 16,173. We also performed an augmentation on this dataset to generate more than 10,000 sub-images. Similar to the ground truth generation method in object counting problems [26, 27, 35] , each rice seedling in the UAV image will be assigned a density that sums to one. During the prediction, the total number of rice seedlings can be reflected by summing over the whole density map. We believe that such a dataset can serve as a benchmark for assessing in situ seedling counting methods and will attract the attention of practitioners working in the field to address counting challenges.
Materials

Experimental Site and Imaging Devices
The case study field planted with rice was located in the Tangquan Farm comprehensive experimental base of the Chinese Academy of Agricultural Sciences (Tangquan Farm, Pukou District, Nanjing, China, 32 • 2 55.67" latitude North, 118 • 38 4.43" longitude East). The sowing date was 1 June 2018. UAV remote sensing images were acquired using an eight-rotor UAV (S1000, DJI Company, Guangdong, China) equipped with a red-green-blue (RGB) camera (QX-100 HD camera, Sony, Tokyo, Japan) with a resolution of 5472 × 3648 and a pixel size of 2.44 × 2.44 µm 2 . Flight campaigns were conducted from 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m. on 13 June 2018 at a flight altitude and flight speed of 20 m and 5 m/s, respectively. The forward overlap was 80% and the lateral overlap was 75%. The weather was sunny without significant wind, so the possibility of image distortion due to weather conditions was eliminated.
Rice Seedling Counting Dataset
We collected 40 rice seedling RGB images from the UAV platform, all of which were manually annotated in our RSC dataset. Due to the large number of seedlings in each image (the number of seedlings varied between 3732 and 16,173), eleven people were involved in image annotation and this required about 123 person-hours of work. These data provide the benchmark to determine the accuracy of our proposed seedling counting method. Indeed, dotting is regarded as a natural way for humans to count. It not only provides raw counts but also illustrates the spatial distribution of objects. Figure 1 shows an example of rice seedling annotations in the RSC dataset.
Methods
In this section, we introduce the details of our proposed Combined Network, including architecture, ground truth generation, and implementation details in terms of effectively addressing in-field counting of rice seedlings.
Combined Network for Counting Rice Seedlings
UAV images of rice seedlings are often captured from high viewpoints, resulting in highly dense scenarios (>10,000 seedlings). In such cases it is very difficult and time consuming to train an object detector to locate and count each rice seedling. In this work, we consider the problem of in-field counting of rice seedlings as an object counting task, and we follow the idea of counting by regressing the density map of a UAV image. The idea of regression counting is simple: given a UAV image I and a regression target T, the goal is to seek some kind of regression function F so that T ≈ F(I), where T Remote Sens. 2019, 11, 691 4 of 19 represents a density map and the counts can be acquired by integrating over the entire density map. In the following subsections, we first describe our proposed basic count regression network (Basic Network) to regress the density map and number of rice seedlings for a given UAV image. Then an improved version, the Combined Network, is proposed to further improve counting accuracy.
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We collected 40 rice seedling RGB images from the UAV platform, all of which were manually annotated in our RSC dataset. Due to the large number of seedlings in each image (the number of seedlings varied between 3732 and 16,173), eleven people were involved in image annotation and this required about 123 person-hours of work. These data provide the benchmark to determine the accuracy of our proposed seedling counting method. Indeed, dotting is regarded as a natural way for humans to count. It not only provides raw counts but also illustrates the spatial distribution of objects. Figure 1 shows an example of rice seedling annotations in the RSC dataset. 
Basic Network Architecture
An overview of the proposed Basic Network method is shown in Figure 2 . Its input is the UAV image, and the output is a density map describing the distribution of rice seedlings. It is worth mentioning that our Basic Network estimates the distribution of rice seedlings required for seedling counting using an architectural design similar to the well-known VGG-16 [36] network. The VGG-16 is a powerful network originally trained for the purpose of object classification in computer vision. Recently, an increasing number of studies have applied VGG-16 networks to other research domains, such as saliency prediction [37] and object segmentation [38] , as the base feature extractor. However, an inevitable disadvantage of the original VGG-16 is that the number of parameters that need to be calculated is very large. For example, the convolutional layers of VGG-16 require 30.69 billion floating-point operations for a single pass over a single image at 224 × 224 resolution [25] . To reduce the number of floating-point operations and improve the efficiency of the model for rice seedling counting, we simplified the original VGG-16 network. Specifically, the number of convolution kernels per layer was greatly reduced, the stride of the fourth max-pool layer was set to 1, the fifth pooling layer was replaced by a 1 × 1 convolutional layer, and each convolutional layer is followed by a rectified linear unit nonlinearity (ReLU). In addition, considering potential image classification problems, rice seedling density estimation requires per-pixel predictions, where a single discrete label is assigned to an entire image. We obtain these pixel-level predictions by removing the fully connected layers present in the original VGG-16 architecture, thereby rendering our network fully convolutional. These modifications enable our VGG-16-like network to make predictions at 1/8 times the input resolution. The corresponding density map can be obtained using the bilinear interpolation operation outlined in [26] . 
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Combined Network for Counting Rice Seedlings
UAV images of rice seedlings are often captured from high viewpoints, resulting in highly dense scenarios (> 10,000 seedlings). In such cases it is very difficult and time consuming to train an object detector to locate and count each rice seedling. In this work, we consider the problem of in-field counting of rice seedlings as an object counting task, and we follow the idea of counting by regressing the density map of a UAV image. The idea of regression counting is simple: given a UAV image I and a regression target T, the goal is to seek some kind of regression function F so that T ≈ F(I), where T represents a density map and the counts can be acquired by integrating over the entire density map. In the following subsections, we first describe our proposed basic count regression network (Basic Network) to regress the density map and number of rice seedlings for a given UAV image. Then an improved version, the Combined Network, is proposed to further improve counting accuracy.
Basic Network Architecture
An overview of the proposed Basic Network method is shown in Figure 2 . Its input is the UAV image, and the output is a density map describing the distribution of rice seedlings. It is worth mentioning that our Basic Network estimates the distribution of rice seedlings required for seedling counting using an architectural design similar to the well-known VGG-16 [36] network. The VGG-16 is a powerful network originally trained for the purpose of object classification in computer vision. Recently, an increasing number of studies have applied VGG-16 networks to other research domains, such as saliency prediction [37] and object segmentation [38] , as the base feature extractor. However, an inevitable disadvantage of the original VGG-16 is that the number of parameters that need to be calculated is very large. For example, the convolutional layers of VGG-16 require 30.69 billion floating-point operations for a single pass over a single image at 224 × 224 resolution [25] . To reduce the number of floating-point operations and improve the efficiency of the model for rice seedling counting, we simplified the original VGG-16 network. Specifically, the number of convolution kernels per layer was greatly reduced, the stride of the fourth max-pool layer was set to 1, the fifth pooling layer was replaced by a 1 × 1 convolutional layer, and each convolutional layer is followed by a rectified linear unit nonlinearity (ReLU). In addition, considering potential image classification problems, rice seedling density estimation requires per-pixel predictions, where a single discrete label is assigned to an entire image. We obtain these pixel-level predictions by removing the fully connected layers present in the original VGG-16 architecture, thereby rendering our network fully convolutional. These modifications enable our VGG-16-like network to make predictions at 1/8 times the input resolution. The corresponding density map can be obtained using the bilinear interpolation operation outlined in [26] . In the previous sub-section, we introduced the Basic Network for counting rice seedlings. For a static image of rice seedlings captured by UAV in situ, count accuracy cannot be improved further unless we manually crop the rice seedling area in the image. This is because there is less information about non-rice seedlings in the training set, which diminishes the ability of the trained Basic Network to distinguish between rice seedlings and non-rice seedlings. Therefore, vegetation resembling rice seedlings (shrubs and weeds, etc.) is likely to be recognized as rice seedlings by the Basic Network, with density values incorrectly assigned to these areas. Moreover, in the density map obtained using the Basic Network, some other areas such as houses, roads, etc. are also assigned low density values, which further reduces the accuracy of counting. To solve this problem, this sub-section introduces an improved version (Combined Network) with a Segmentation Network to accurately estimate the number of rice seedlings.
The framework of the Combined Network method involves two fully convolutional neural networks and one combination operation as outlined in Figure 3 . The first network, the Segmentation Network, is responsible for segmenting rice seedling areas and non-rice seedling areas in each UAV image and processing the segmentation results into a binary image. The second network is the Basic Network described above, which estimates the distribution of rice seedlings in each UAV image and generates a density map. Finally, the combination operation generates a final density map based on the density map returned by the Basic Network and the binary image returned by the Segmentation Network. In the previous sub-section, we introduced the Basic Network for counting rice seedlings. For a static image of rice seedlings captured by UAV in situ, count accuracy cannot be improved further unless we manually crop the rice seedling area in the image. This is because there is less information about non-rice seedlings in the training set, which diminishes the ability of the trained Basic Network to distinguish between rice seedlings and non-rice seedlings. Therefore, vegetation resembling rice seedlings (shrubs and weeds, etc.) is likely to be recognized as rice seedlings by the Basic Network, with density values incorrectly assigned to these areas. Moreover, in the density map obtained using the Basic Network, some other areas such as houses, roads, etc. are also assigned low density values, which further reduces the accuracy of counting. To solve this problem, this sub-section introduces an improved version (Combined Network) with a Segmentation Network to accurately estimate the number of rice seedlings. The framework of the Combined Network method involves two fully convolutional neural networks and one combination operation as outlined in Figure 3 . The first network, the Segmentation Network, is responsible for segmenting rice seedling areas and non-rice seedling areas in each UAV image and processing the segmentation results into a binary image. The second network is the Basic Network described above, which estimates the distribution of rice seedlings in each UAV image and generates a density map. Finally, the combination operation generates a final density map based on the density map returned by the Basic Network and the binary image returned by the Segmentation Network.
In our Segmentation Network, we aim to extract areas containing rice seedlings from the input UAV images. Since the segmentation does not need to be refined to individual rice seedlings, we designed the Segmentation Network as a shallow layer with a depth of only 3 convolutional layers and a kernel size of 7 × 7, followed by average pooling. To equalize the spatial resolution of this network's prediction and that of its Basic Network, as with the latter, we use bilinear interpolation to upsample it to the size of the input image. To facilitate the discussion below, we refer to the results of the Segmentation Network prediction as a segmentation map, and the pixel values in the segmentation map are called intensity values.
Another key step is extracting rice seedling areas from the segmentation map. In fact, there is a significant difference between the intensity values of rice seedling areas in the segmentation map and the intensity values of other regions. In other words, we can select the appropriate range of intensity values to extract the rice seedling areas. We will show later, in discussing our experiments, the effect of selecting the threshold range of intensity values on the accuracy of rice seedling counts and give an empirical threshold range [LT, UT], where LT, UT represent the lower and upper limits In our Segmentation Network, we aim to extract areas containing rice seedlings from the input UAV images. Since the segmentation does not need to be refined to individual rice seedlings, we designed the Segmentation Network as a shallow layer with a depth of only 3 convolutional layers and a kernel size of 7 × 7, followed by average pooling. To equalize the spatial resolution of this network's prediction and that of its Basic Network, as with the latter, we use bilinear interpolation to upsample it to the size of the input image. To facilitate the discussion below, we refer to the results of the Segmentation Network prediction as a segmentation map, and the pixel values in the segmentation map are called intensity values.
Another key step is extracting rice seedling areas from the segmentation map. In fact, there is a significant difference between the intensity values of rice seedling areas in the segmentation map and the intensity values of other regions. In other words, we can select the appropriate range of intensity values to extract the rice seedling areas. We will show later, in discussing our experiments, the effect of selecting the threshold range of intensity values on the accuracy of rice seedling counts and give an empirical threshold range [LT, UT], where LT, UT represent the lower and upper limits of the intensity Remote Sens. 2019, 11, 691 6 of 19 threshold, respectively, and UT > LT. Once the threshold range [LT, UT] is obtained, we can use it to construct a binary map BM. Each element bm ij in BM satisfies Equation (1).
where sm ij represents the intensity value of the ith row and the jth column in the segmentation map SM obtained from the Segmentation Network.
To eliminate the inaccurate density values distributed in the density map and accurately predict rice seedling density and the number of rice seedlings, we combined the density map obtained from the Basic Network with the binary map derived from the Segmentation Network to generate a final density map. The combination operation can be described by Equation (2) .
where FDM represents the final density map, DM represents the density map obtained from the Basic Network, BM represents the binary map calculated using Equation (1), and ⊗ represents the dot multiplication operation. In this way, the density value of the rice seedling area in the DM remains unchanged in the FDM, and the density value of the non-rice seedling area is assigned a value of zero, so it does not feature in the subsequent calculation. This facilitates accurate predictions of rice seedling density. Furthermore, the number of rice seedlings can be obtained by accumulating all density values in the FDM. Since all the computations are executed using a graphics processing unit (GPU), the combination operation is very fast.
Ground Truth
In the Basic Network training process, training a fully convolutional neural network using the ground truth of rice seedling annotations (dots), would be onerous. Moreover, the position of rice seedling annotations is often ambiguous vis-à-vis the exact position of the in situ seedlings, and varies from annotator to annotator (bottom, center of the rice seedling etc.), making CNN training difficult. Inaccurate generation of ground truth will lead to calculation error in the loss function, thus affecting the performance of the final model. Thus, generation of the ground truth is an important step in the training process. In [26, 27, 35] , the ground truth is generated by simply blurring each annotation using a two-dimensional Gaussian kernel normalized to sum to one. Inspired by this, herein we generate an n × n square matrix that satisfies the Gaussian distribution around each annotation coordinate and normalizes it to sum to one. This operation causes the sum of the density map to coincide with the total number of rice seedlings in a UAV image. Preparing the ground truth in this way makes it easier for CNN to learn the ground truth, because CNN no longer needs to obtain the exact point of rice seedling annotation. It also provides information about which areas contribute to the count, and by how much. This helps in training the CNN to correctly predict both rice seedling density as well as rice seedling count. Figure 4 shows an example of ground truth density given corresponding dotted annotations. Similar to [26, 27, 35] , the summation of the ground truth density is a decimal. This is because when dots are close to the image boundary, their Gaussian probability will be partly outside the image, but this definition naturally takes a fraction of an object into account. Instead of the Basic Network training process, we opted to train the Segmentation Network using UAV images that contained a large amount of non-rice seedling areas. We sampled about 1000 such sub-images from the RSC dataset and annotated for the rice seedling area in each image. To more easily separate the rice seedling area from other areas and capture the specific location of the rice seedling area, we used the binary map as the ground truth of the Segmentation Network. The generated rule is defined in Equation (3), where D represents the seedling annotation area and fij represents the value in the ith row and the jth column of the ground truth. Figure 5 shows an example of ground truth for a given rice seedling area (white) and a non-rice seedling area (black).
Figure 5. Example of the area of rice seedling annotations: (A) cropped UAV image, (B) manually-annotated rice seedling area image, and (C) its corresponding ground truth binary map. Binary map regression treats the two-dimensional binary map as the regression target in our proposed Segmentation Network.
Learning and Implementation
Number of rice seedlings = 452 Global count = 458.7905 Instead of the Basic Network training process, we opted to train the Segmentation Network using UAV images that contained a large amount of non-rice seedling areas. We sampled about 1000 such sub-images from the RSC dataset and annotated for the rice seedling area in each image. To more easily separate the rice seedling area from other areas and capture the specific location of the rice seedling area, we used the binary map as the ground truth of the Segmentation Network. The generated rule is defined in Equation (3), where D represents the seedling annotation area and f ij represents the value in the ith row and the jth column of the ground truth. Figure 5 shows an example of ground truth for a given rice seedling area (white) and a non-rice seedling area (black). Instead of the Basic Network training process, we opted to train the Segmentation Network using UAV images that contained a large amount of non-rice seedling areas. We sampled about 1000 such sub-images from the RSC dataset and annotated for the rice seedling area in each image. To more easily separate the rice seedling area from other areas and capture the specific location of the rice seedling area, we used the binary map as the ground truth of the Segmentation Network. The generated rule is defined in Equation (3), where D represents the seedling annotation area and fij represents the value in the ith row and the jth column of the ground truth. Figure 5 shows an example of ground truth for a given rice seedling area (white) and a non-rice seedling area (black).
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(A) (B) (C) Figure 5 . Example of the area of rice seedling annotations: (A) cropped UAV image, (B) manuallyannotated rice seedling area image, and (C) its corresponding ground truth binary map. Binary map regression treats the two-dimensional binary map as the regression target in our proposed Segmentation Network.
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Regression network learning should be driven by a loss function. In this paper, both the Basic Network and Segmentation Network involved in the Combined Network are trained by back propagating the squared loss function computed with respect to the ground truth. The squared loss function is defined in Equation (4):
where W and H denote the width and height of the training image, respectively, and v pred ij and v ij represent the density value (intensity value) in the ith row and the jth column of the density map (segmentation map) and ground truth density (ground truth binary map), respectively. v pred ij − v ij is the residual that measures the difference between the predicted density value (intensity value) and the ground truth density value (ground truth binary value) for the input image.
We use the RSC dataset to train our Basic Network. The RSC dataset contains 40 RGB UAV images with a resolution of 5472 × 3648 pixels and rice seedling annotations. In a manner similar to recent works [26, 27] , we evaluate the performance of our Basic Network using multi-fold cross validation, which randomly divides the dataset into four splits with each split containing ten images. In each fold of the cross validation, we consider three splits (30 images) as the training dataset and the remaining split (ten images) as the test dataset to explore its performance. Note that the test dataset in each fold is also used to evaluate the performance of the Combined Network. As CNNs require a large amount of training data, we crop 512 × 512 sub-images with a stride of 256 from each of the 30 training images for extensive augmentation of the training dataset. This augmentation yields an average of 8000 training sub-images in each fold of the cross validation. Moreover, we also perform a random shuffling of these sub-images. The training model (Basic Network) per fold is saved to disk, which can be called using the TensorFlow [39] Python interface in the testing process.
During Segmented Network training, we cropped approximately 1000 sub-images of size 512 × 512 pixels from the RSC dataset. These sub-images contain rice seedling areas and non-rice seedling areas. We use 90% of the sub-images for training and the remainder for validation. The trained Segmented Network model is also saved to disk.
In the testing stage, our Combined Network amalgamates the predictions of the Basic and Segmentation networks and generates a final density map that describes the distribution of rice seedlings. However, we observed that it is difficult for CNN to directly process high-resolution UAV images in the test dataset. To overcome this, we perform a similar cropping operation on each image in each test dataset. The crop size is still set to 512 × 512. To avoid sub-image overlap affecting counting accuracy, we set the stride to 512. In addition, for sub-images smaller than 512 × 512, we supplement them with black pixels. Then, the number of seedlings per raw UAV image in the test dataset can be calculated by Equation (5):
where i is the index number of the UAV image in the test dataset, n represents the number of sub-images cropped by the i-th UAV image, and p k denotes the number of seedlings obtained by accumulating the density value of the k-th sub-image. We implemented all operations in the Combined Network described above in the TensorFlow deep learning framework [39] . Of these, the Basic Network and Segmentation Network involved in the Combined Network are trained using stochastic gradient descent (SGD) optimization with learning rates of 1e−5 for 400 and 1e−4 for 50 iterations, respectively. In each SGD iteration, we uniformly sample 100 sub-images to construct a mini-batch. The streamlined Combined Network architecture does not require the calculation of a large number of parameters, so the average training time per fold 
Experimental Evaluation
To explore the efficacy of our proposed method for counting rice seedlings in situ, a series of experiments was conducted on the challenging RSC dataset comprised of UAV images. Following the multi-fold cross validation setup in [26, 27] , UAV images were randomly allocated to one of four splits. In each fold of the cross validation, we repeated the experiment five times. The average mean absolute error, accuracy, R 2 value, and root mean squared error were used as evaluation metrics.
Evaluation Metrics
The mean absolute error (MAE), accuracy (Acc), R 2 value, and the root mean squared error (RMSE) were used as evaluation metrics to assess counting performance (Equations (6)- (9)):
where t i , t i , and c i represent the ground truth count for the i-th image, the mean ground truth count, and the predicted count for the i-th image (computed by accumulating over the whole density map), respectively; n denotes the number of UAV images in the test set; MAE and Acc quantify prediction accuracy; R 2 and RMSE assess the performance of our trained model. The lower the value of MAE and RMSE is, the better the counting performance, while the higher the value of Acc and R 2 is, the better the counting performance.
Evaluating the Efficacy of the Proposed Basic Network
In this section, we evaluate the counting capability of the proposed Basic Network method. Table 1 shows the Acc and MAE obtained from each fold. The results shown do not include any post-processing methods. According to the results, we observed that the average counting accuracy of our Basic Network exceeded 80%, and the average MAE of the counting was approximately 1600. Note that the number of rice seedlings in most of the images in the test dataset exceeded 10,000. Therefore, the average MAE value for this experiment was within an acceptable range. However, we also observed that results derived from the Basic Network fluctuated substantively in different folds. This is because the image data in each fold is different, for example, some test images in fold-1 and fold-3 contain a large number of non-rice areas. Unfortunately, the Basic Network does not have functionality for segmenting rice seedling areas and non-rice seedling areas, which negatively impacts on the accuracy of this method. Based on this, we made some improvements to the Basic Network which are described in the next section.
In Figure 6 we present the predicted counts for each image in the dataset along with their ground truth counts. For almost all images, the Basic Network tended to overestimate the count. This overestimation could possibly be a function of the presence of other 'objects' such as shrubs or roads which are incorrectly assigned a small amount of density values by the Basic Network. In Figure 6 we present the predicted counts for each image in the dataset along with their ground truth counts. For almost all images, the Basic Network tended to overestimate the count. This overestimation could possibly be a function of the presence of other 'objects' such as shrubs or roads which are incorrectly assigned a small amount of density values by the Basic Network. 
Evaluating the Efficacy of the Proposed Combined Network
Although reasonable count estimates can be achieved by the Basic Network, its accuracy was unduly influenced by non-rice seedling areas such as shrubs, roads, etc. To solve this problem, we designed a Combined Network which involved adding a Segmentation Network to the Basic In Figure 6 we present the predicted counts for each image in the dataset along with their ground truth counts. For almost all images, the Basic Network tended to overestimate the count. This overestimation could possibly be a function of the presence of other 'objects' such as shrubs or roads which are incorrectly assigned a small amount of density values by the Basic Network. 
Although reasonable count estimates can be achieved by the Basic Network, its accuracy was unduly influenced by non-rice seedling areas such as shrubs, roads, etc. To solve this problem, we designed a Combined Network which involved adding a Segmentation Network to the Basic Network. In the process of counting, the Combined Network filters incorrect density values 
Although reasonable count estimates can be achieved by the Basic Network, its accuracy was unduly influenced by non-rice seedling areas such as shrubs, roads, etc. To solve this problem, we designed a Combined Network which involved adding a Segmentation Network to the Basic Network. In the process of counting, the Combined Network filters incorrect density values distributed in the non-rice seedling areas through the Segmentation Network, which improves counting accuracy. The advantages of the proposed Combined Network for rice seedling counting are detailed in this section.
We first studied the impact of different intensity value threshold ranges [LT, UT] mentioned in Section 3.1.2 on the performance of the Combined Network (Figure 8 ). In this experiment, LT and UT ranged from 50 to 300 in steps of 10, and Acc was used as the evaluation metric to assess counting performance. We have refrained from reporting trivial results, i.e., LT ≥ UT. We observed that the counting performance for each test sequence was different, which suggests that the Combined Network is sensitive to specification of the intensity value threshold range. According to the results, we also observed that the Combined Network has good counting performance when LT < 100 and when UT > 200. This is perhaps because the intensity values of rice seedling areas output by the Segmentation Network are distributed between 100 and 200. Intensity values beyond this range may signify other objects, for example, our experimental results showed that areas with intensity values above 300 denoted roads. Without loss of generality, in the following experiment the LT and UT were fixed at 90 and 265, respectively. Figure 9 shows an example of the results (segmentation map) from the Segmentation Network, and a binary map within the fixed intensity value threshold range (LT = 90, UT = 265). The results show that the Segmentation Network can reasonably approximate the rice seedling area. The binary map was obtained by Equation (1) and used to filter out those density values that were incorrectly assigned by the Basic Network. The X axis is the lower limit of the intensity value threshold range, the Y axis is the upper limit of the intensity value threshold range, and the Z axis is the accuracy of our proposed Combined Network for counting rice seedlings.
We first studied the impact of different intensity value threshold ranges [LT, UT] mentioned in Section 3.1.2 on the performance of the Combined Network (Figure 8 ). In this experiment, LT and UT ranged from 50 to 300 in steps of 10, and Acc was used as the evaluation metric to assess counting performance. We have refrained from reporting trivial results, i.e., LT ≥ UT. We observed that the counting performance for each test sequence was different, which suggests that the Combined Network is sensitive to specification of the intensity value threshold range. According to the results, we also observed that the Combined Network has good counting performance when LT < 100 and when UT > 200. This is perhaps because the intensity values of rice seedling areas output by the Segmentation Network are distributed between 100 and 200. Intensity values beyond this range may signify other objects, for example, our experimental results showed that areas with The X axis is the lower limit of the intensity value threshold range, the Y axis is the upper limit of the intensity value threshold range, and the Z axis is the accuracy of our proposed Combined Network for counting rice seedlings.
The proposed Combined Network in this study was evaluated on our RSC dataset and compared to the counting performance of our Basic Network (Table 2) . We observed that the Combined Network significantly outperformed the Basic Network. Specifically, the average accuracy of the Combined Network was 11% higher than that of the previous Basic Network-achieving an Acc of 93.35%. Furthermore, the average MAE of the Combined Network was less than 700, which is much smaller than the average MAE obtained by the Basic Network. In each fold of the cross validation, the counting performance of the Combined Network was more stable compared to the Basic Network; the Acc always fell between 91% and 95%, and the MAE was maintained at between 600 and 800. This indicates that the Combined Network is more effective than the Basic Network for the purposes of accurately estimating the number of in-field rice seedlings.
Network for counting rice seedlings.
We first studied the impact of different intensity value threshold ranges [LT, UT] mentioned in Section 3.1.2 on the performance of the Combined Network (Figure 8) . In this experiment, LT and UT ranged from 50 to 300 in steps of 10, and Acc was used as the evaluation metric to assess counting performance. We have refrained from reporting trivial results, i.e., LT ≥ UT. We observed that the counting performance for each test sequence was different, which suggests that the Combined Network is sensitive to specification of the intensity value threshold range. According to the results, we also observed that the Combined Network has good counting performance when LT < 100 and when UT > 200. This is perhaps because the intensity values of rice seedling areas output by the Segmentation Network are distributed between 100 and 200. Intensity values beyond this range may signify other objects, for example, our experimental results showed that areas with intensity values above 300 denoted roads. Without loss of generality, in the following experiment the LT and UT were fixed at 90 and 265, respectively. Figure 9 shows an example of the results (segmentation map) from the Segmentation Network, and a binary map within the fixed intensity value threshold range (LT = 90, UT = 265). The results show that the Segmentation Network can reasonably approximate the rice seedling area. The binary map was obtained by Equation (1) and used to filter out those density values that were incorrectly assigned by the Basic Network. Figure 10 shows the results of three counts for each image in our RSC dataset, including the predicted counts obtained by the Combined Network, the predicted counts obtained by the Basic Network, and the ground truth counts which served as the baseline for the comparison. In most cases, the count predicted by the Combined Network was closer to the ground truth count than the count predicted by the Basic Network. However, we observed that in rare cases, the predicted count of the Combined Network was not as accurate as the Basic Network. For example, for the fifth image with a ground truth count of 14,994, the predicted count from the Combined Network was 14,244 with a MAE of 770, while the predicted count from the Basic Network was 15,541 with a MAE of only 547. Even so, the accuracy of the Combined Network in predicting the number of seedlings in the fifth image was still over 94%. Therefore, we suggest that the effectiveness of the Combined Network will be acceptable in most, if not all, real-world applications. (Figure 7) , the Combined Network model performed better at estimating the number of rice seedlings with R 2 and RMSE of 0.94 and 906.8813, respectively. We can also observe from Figure 11 that the black regression line converges closely with the 1:1 dashed red line, which testifies once again that our Combined Network model can effectively solve the problem of in-field counting of rice seedlings. (Figure 7) , the Combined Network model performed better at estimating the number of rice seedlings with R 2 and RMSE of 0.94 and 906.8813, respectively. We can also observe from Figure 11 that the black regression line converges closely with the 1:1 dashed red line, which testifies once again that our Combined Network model can effectively solve the problem of in-field counting of rice seedlings. In sum, for a given image taken by a UAV, we can estimate the number of rice seedlings therein to a high degree of accuracy. Nevertheless, we have not explored the distribution of errors based on our proposed methods. An interesting question is "compared with the ground truth count, is our method overestimating or underestimating the number of seedlings?" or "in a single estimate, how many seedlings are overestimated (underestimated)?" Figure 12 presents histograms of count errors, where the height of each of blue (red) bar represents the frequency of occurrence of the proposed Basic Network (Combined Network) within a particular error range. The results suggest that overestimations occurred significantly more frequently in the Basic Network compared to the Combined Network, and it was common for the former network to overestimate by more than 1000 seedlings. The count error distribution in the Combined Network was relatively uniform, and substantive underestimation or overestimation (relative count difference < −1000 or >1000) did not occur frequently. These results further confirm that the Combined Network model, which amalgamates the Basic and Segmentation Networks, achieves comparable or better results compared to the Basic Network model in isolation. In sum, for a given image taken by a UAV, we can estimate the number of rice seedlings therein to a high degree of accuracy. Nevertheless, we have not explored the distribution of errors based on our proposed methods. An interesting question is "compared with the ground truth count, is our method overestimating or underestimating the number of seedlings?" or "in a single estimate, how many seedlings are overestimated (underestimated)?" Figure 12 presents histograms of count errors, where the height of each of blue (red) bar represents the frequency of occurrence of the proposed Basic Network (Combined Network) within a particular error range. The results suggest that overestimations occurred significantly more frequently in the Basic Network compared to the Combined Network, and it was common for the former network to overestimate by more than 1000 seedlings. The count error distribution in the Combined Network was relatively uniform, and substantive underestimation or overestimation (relative count difference < −1000 or >1000) did not occur frequently. These results further confirm that the Combined Network model, which amalgamates the Basic and Segmentation Networks, achieves comparable or better results compared to the Basic Network model in isolation.
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Discussion
Performance of the Segmentation Network
Herein, the Segmentation Network was crucial for automatic counting of large-area rice seedlings. As shown in Table 2 and Figure 10 , the Segmentation Network played a significant role in improving the accuracy of seedling number estimates. This is because adding a Segmentation Network can reduce the occurrence of incorrectly assigned density values in the final density map. However, the Segmentation Network was highly sensitive to the intensity value threshold range, which is consistent with the results shown in Figure 8 . Based on the experimental results, we put forward an empirical threshold range [LT, UT] for segmentation of rice and non-rice seedling areas. In most cases, the segmented results were similar to the ground truth segmentation maps. However, there were also some circumstances where the Segmentation Network did not yield an accurate segmentation in the empirical threshold range [LT, UT]. The results in Figure 13 show two cases of failure in this respect: (1) when dark areas such as shadows appeared in the image, the Segmentation Network erroneously recognizes these areas as rice areas; (2) Recognizing weeds in images was also beyond the ability of the Segmentation Network. To navigate these issues, one may consider employing additional training data that contains non-rice seedling areas. Alternatively, since failures of the Segmentation Network to extract rich features could be a function of its simple and shallow structure, it may be possible to use more complex network structures such as VGG-16 [36] , GoogleNet [40] and ResNets [41] to extract rice regions more accurately. Fortunately, only a small proportion of the sub-image data in our RSC dataset could not be segmented by the Segmentation Network, thus the impact on final count estimates was trivial. Overall, we believe that our Segmentation Network is an effective yet simple auxiliary method for improving the accuracy or rice seedling counts in the RSC dataset.
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Analysis of Predicted Distribution Maps
Rice seedling density or count is frequently identified as the main agronomical component of yield and it appears to be the most relevant pursuant of future increases in grain yield. In this study, we consider the problem of in-field counting of rice seedlings as an object counting task. An effective deep CNN-based solution was presented to effectively count rice seedlings. Extensive experiments showed that our proposed approach was particularly suitable for the following scenarios: (1) large-scale counting exercises; (2) extremely crowded scenes; (3) counting problems where ground truth density maps cannot be precisely defined. However, our method does not provide specific location information for each rice seedling in the UAV images. Figure 14 shows an example of a predicted rice seedling distribution map (C) extracted from the final density map using the k-NN algorithm and its corresponding ground truth seedling distribution map (B). It clearly shows that our method can accurately estimate the distribution and number of rice seedlings, but that estimates of the location of each rice seedling are not accurate. The main reason for this is that we did not count the number of instances of an object in a given image from the perspective of training an object detector, but rather considered the counting problem from the perspective of training an object counter. Of course, we believe that the approaches considered from the perspective of the former, such as Fast R-CNN [22] , Faster R-CNN [23] , YOLO [24] , YOLO9000 [25] , etc., can also be applied to object counting problems. However, how to balance the efficiency and effectiveness of these approaches is a key challenge for high-density object counting in UAV images and is fruitful terrain for future research.
but that estimates of the location of each rice seedling are not accurate. The main reason for this is that we did not count the number of instances of an object in a given image from the perspective of training an object detector, but rather considered the counting problem from the perspective of training an object counter. Of course, we believe that the approaches considered from the perspective of the former, such as Fast R-CNN [22] , Faster R-CNN [23] , YOLO [24] , YOLO9000 [25] , etc., can also be applied to object counting problems. However, how to balance the efficiency and effectiveness of these approaches is a key challenge for high-density object counting in UAV images and is fruitful terrain for future research. Table 3 presents a comparison of our results with the Count Crops tool [42] in ENVI-5.5 software. This is a tool which aims at locating crops and estimating their number in high-resolution, single-band imagery. Note that we compared our method to the two scenarios: 1) without (A) (B) (C) Figure 14 . Examples of predicted rice seedling distribution maps extracted from the final density map: (A) cropped UAV images where rice seedlings are unevenly (upper image) and evenly (lower image) distributed; (B) ground truth rice seedling distribution map where the points represent rice seedlings; (C) predicted rice seedling distribution map extracted from the final density map using the k-NN algorithm. Table 3 presents a comparison of our results with the Count Crops tool [42] in ENVI-5.5 software. This is a tool which aims at locating crops and estimating their number in high-resolution, single-band imagery. Note that we compared our method to the two scenarios: (1) without pre-processing of the image to remove all non-rice seedling regions (abbreviated in Table 3 as "without pre-processing"); (2) pre-processing of the image to remove all non-rice seedling regions (abbreviated in Table 3 as "pre-processing"). Additionally, the Count Crops tool in ENVI-5.5 software only supports single-channel images, so we counted each RGB image three times, i.e., on the R channel, G channel, and B channel. As can be seen from Table 3 , the Count Crops tool had good counting performance, and the counting accuracy reached 90% under certain conditions. However, the main inconvenience of the Count Crops tool is that it requires manual intervention, such as setting parameters and extracting regions of interest. In contrast, our proposed combined network approach is not only superior in calculating MAE and accuracy, but also much faster without manual intervention. However, the method we proposed also has shortcomings, and requires a lot of manual annotation and iterative training in the early stage. As we all know, this is a very tedious work. As a summary of our evaluations, we suggest the following good practices for rice-seedling-like in-field counting problems: (1) due to time requirements, use of the Count Crops tool for crop counting is not a good choice when the number of images is large; (2) when the number of images is insufficient, use of our proposed method for crop counting is not suitable because too few training samples can easily lead to low precision of the prediction model.
Comparison with Other Techniques
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we studied the problem of counting rice seedlings in the field and formulated the problem as an object counting task. A tailored RSC dataset with 40 field UAV images containing a large number of rice seedlings and corresponding manually-dotted annotations was constructed. An effective deep CNN-based image processing method was also presented to estimate total rice seedling counts and rice seedling densities from high-resolution images captured in situ by UAVs. A series of experiments using the RSC dataset was conducted to explore the efficacy of our proposed method. The results demonstrated high average accuracy (higher than 93%) between manual and automated measurements, and very good performance, with a high coefficient of determination (R 2 ) (around 0.94), which would potentially facilitate rice breeding or rice phenotyping in future.
Several interesting directions could be explored by future research in this domain. First, efforts may be made to deploy our method into an embedded system on a UAV for online yield estimation and precision agriculture applications. Second, since training data are always the key to good performance, especially the diversity of such data, it could be interesting to continue to enrich the RSC dataset as a precursor to further modeling work. Third, the precise location of rice seedlings and the feasibility of improving counting performance from the perspective of object detection requires exploring, because the precise location of crops is a key step in precision agriculture. Finally, the problem of object counting in large-scale and high-density environments is still an open issue, with plenty of scope for exploring the feasibility of improving counting performance in this context.
